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	The famous Circuit Double Cover conjecture (and its numerous variants) is considered one of the major open problems in graph theory owing to its close relationship with topological graph theory, integer flow theory, graph coloring and the structure of snarks. It is easy to state: every 2-connected graph has a family of circuits covering every edge precisely twice. C.-Q. Zhang provides an up-to-date overview of the subject containing all of the techniques, methods and results developed to help solve the conjecture since the first publication of the subject in the 1940s. It is a useful survey for researchers already working on the problem and a fitting introduction for those just entering the field. The end-of-chapter exercises have been designed to challenge readers at every level and hints are provided in an appendix.
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Beginning Scripting Through Game CreationCourse Technology PTR, 2008
"Beginning Scripting Through Game Creation" teaches basic programming concepts using simple games as examples. The book is an introduction to scripting, focusing on logic, event handling, and application development using HTML and JavaScript, with some discussion of other programming languages. Functions, variables, objects, and events...
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Beginning Spring 2: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Spring has made a remarkable rise since its conception in 2002. Users find Spring the ideal framework to build their applications in J2EE environments. Beginning Spring 2 is the first and only Spring-authorized book that takes you through the first steps of using Spring, and requires no prior J2EE experience. It discusses relevant...
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The One-Page Proposal: How to Get Your Business Pitch onto One Persuasive PageHarper Perennial, 2002

	As clear, concise, and concrete as its subject, Patrick Riley‘s The One–Page Proposal promises to be the definitive business guide to getting your best ideas fully understood in the least amount of time.


	Today more than ever, business decisions are made on the fly?d first impressions can make all the...
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Linear Fresnel Reflector Systems for Solar Radiation Concentration: Theoretical Analysis, Mathematical Formulation and Parameters’ Computation using MATLABSpringer, 2019

	
		This book offers a complete guide to designing Linear Fresnel Reflector Systems for concentrating solar radiation. It includes theoretical analyses, computational tools and mathematical formulae to facilitate the development, design, construction and application of these systems. In addition, the book presents a concise yet thorough...
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Character Development in Blender 2.5Course Technology PTR, 2011

	I got started in Blender approximately eight and a half years ago. At the time,
	there were very few tutorials or other training resources available. Essentially, the
	only resource around was the people of the Blender Community, who was active
	through the online forum, http://blenderartists.org. With nothing but the generous
	time of...
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Reliability-Based Design in Geotechnical Engineering: Computations and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2008

	Reliability-based design is the only engineering methodology currently available which can ensure self-consistency in both physical and probabilistic terms.  It is also uniquely compatible with the theoretical basis underlying other disciplines such as structural design. It is especially relevant as geotechnical design becomes subject to...
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